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Documentary

The Americas BBC Studios BBC / NBCU
2 x 60 min Documentary
Narrated by Tom Hanks. Epic 10-part tentpole event series, showcasing the wonders, secrets and fragilities of the
Americas – Earth’s largest landmass.

Secret World of Sound Humble Bee Productions Sky Nature
1 x 60 min Documentary
Ground-breaking 3 part documentary series. Offering a surprising and intimate view of the natural world, Sir David
Attenborough explores the extraordinary ways that animals hear and produce sound.

Our Great National Parks Wildspace Productions Netflix
1 x 60 min Documentary
Narrated by former President Barack Obama, this stunning docuseries shines the spotlight on some of the planet's
most spectacular national parks.
Emmy Awards 2022- winner, ‘Outstanding Narrator’.

Spy in the Wild John Downer Productions BBC One
4 x 60 min Documentary
Narrated by David Tennant. The ‘Spy Creatures’ are undertaking their most epic and exciting challenge to date,
taking us deep into the world of oceans. They will explore the most magical and dynamic environments on earth,
revealing the surprising and hidden lives of some of the most bizarre and extraordinary creatures on the planet.

Wild Babies Humble Bee Films Netflix
2 x 30 min Documentary
Follow the adventures of baby lions, elephants, penguins, pangolins and more as they learn to navigate the highs
and lows of life in the wild.
Emmy Awards Winner 2023 - and for finalist, ‘Outstanding Editing’
Jackson Wild Media Award 2022- finalist, ‘Limited Series’.

Wonders of the Celtic Deep One Tribe TV BBC Wales
60 min Documentary
The new natural history series is set to delve deep into the rich wildlife of the Welsh coast. Narrated by Dame Siân
Phillips.

Blue Planet II, Episode 3 - Coral Reefs BBC Natural History Unit BBC One
1 x 60 min - Ep 3 - Coral Reefs
Additional Editor 2 x 10 min - Making of the Episode 1&3 & Episode Sequence Rough Cuts
David Attenborough returns to the world's oceans in this sequel to the acclaimed documentary filming rare and
unusual creatures of the deep, as well as documenting the problems our oceans face.
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The Full Circle, Life Story BBC Natural History Unit BBC One
60 min Documentary
Sir David Attenborough brings us the universal story that unites each of us with every animal on the planet; the
story of the greatest of all adventures - the journey through life.

Enchanted Kingdom BBC Earth
87 min Feature Documentary, Additional Editor
11 x 10 min Making of the Documentary
A spell-binding journey through earthly realms to display the natural world at its most ethereal, this is the ultimate
celebration of nature's magic. Narrated by Idris Elba.

Africa, The Greatest Show on Earth BBC Natural History Unit BBC One
60 min Documentary
3 x 10 min, Making of the Episode
Sir David Attenborough takes a journey through the vast and diverse continent of Africa as it's never been seen
before.

Spy in the Snow John Downer Productions BBC One
60 min Documentary
Spy in the Wild franchise returns with a brand new wintertime entry about animals that live in the coldest places in
the world.

Spy in the Wild, Series 2 John Downer Productions BBC One
4 x 60 min Documentary
Animatronic spy creatures infiltrate the animal world to observe their behaviour.

Wonders of Animals BBC Natural History Unit BBC Two
4 x 30 min Documentary, Lead Editor
3 x 50 min Documentary, Reversion Editor
Series in which Chris Packham uses groundbreaking science and brand-new behaviour to delve deep beneath the
skin and discover the unique features that have made certain animal groups successful.

Natural Curiosities, Series 3 and 4 Humble Bee BBC Two / UKTV
6 x 22 min Documentary BBC Worldwide
Sir David Attenborough presents the series which puts a spotlight on some of nature's evolutionary anomalies and
how these curious animals continue to baffle and fascinate.

Manas: Return Of The Giants Ammonite Discovery India
60 min Documentary
Manas National Park was destroyed by a two-decade war, resulting in an almost complete loss of wildlife. With the
help of scientists and armed rangers the animals are slowly returning, but Manas needs all of the giants back if it
has any chance of recovering its former glory.

Growing up Wild, Series 1 Plimsoll Smithsonian
48 min Documentary
Follow the lives of adolescent animals from birth as they grow up, facing challenges along the way.
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Valley of Flood and Fire, Series 1 Plimsoll Smithsonian
48 min Documentary
Three-part series following the incredible transition of the Luangwa Valley from a lush, emerald paradise to a harsh,
parched desert.

Tales of Zambia, Series 1 Plimsoll Smithsonian
2 x 48 min Documentary
Zambia is home to some of the world's most exotic wildlife. From elephants to eagles and baboons to hippos, this
collection of films features a range of different species, exploring their fascinating behaviour and taking viewers on
a virtual safari into some of the wildest and most beautiful habitats on Earth.

Africa’s Hunters, Series 1 Plimsoll Smithsonian
48 min Documentary
Welcome to Zambia's Luangwa Valley, where large carnivores like leopards, lions, and hyenas are in constant
competition for their next meal.

Strange World Off The Fence Tern
2 x 46 min Documentary
Host Alex Hannaford investigates the strangest phenomena of our times by examining evidence, meeting the
eyewitnesses and searching for an explanation.

World’s Weirdest Events BBC Natural History Unit BBC Two
60 min Documentary
A series that explores the unexplained, the unexpected and the unidentifiable. Chris Packham unlocks the secrets
behind the world's weirdest events.

Nature’s Weirdest Events BBC Natural History Unit BBC Two
60 min Documentary
Chris Packham examines some of the weirdest natural events on the planet. With the help of footage taken by
eyewitnesses and news crews, he unravels the facts behind each story.

24 Hours on Earth BBC Natural History Unit BBC Worldwide
48 min Documentary
The two-part series travels moment by moment through a virtual day and celebrates the most extraordinary and
spectacular examples of how animals and plants are adapted to exploit the 24-hour cycle.

Ten Deadliest Snakes with Nigel Marven Image Impact BBC Two
45 min Documentary
Nigel Marven travels around the world and in each episode he counts down his list of ten deadliest snakes in each
different country or continent.

Animals Through the Night: Sleepover at the Zoo Icon Films BBC Four
90 min Documentary, Additional Editor
Liz Bonnin and sleep expert Bryson Voirin spend a night at Bristol Zoo after the guests and keepers have gone
home, watching what the animals get up to when they think no one’s watching.
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Ten Deadliest Snakes with Nigel Marven Image Impact BBC Two
45 min Documentary
Nigel Marven travels around the world and in each episode he counts down his list of ten deadliest snakes in each
different country or continent.

Planet Earth Live BBC Natural History Unit BBC One
VTs, Documentary
The ultimate wildlife drama, following the life and death struggles of young animals around the world features
real-time footage from five continents.

The Big Garden Bird Watch LIVE BBC Natural History Unit BBC
VTs, Documentary
Live wildlife digital event in collaboration with the RSPB - Big Garden Birdwatch.

Cats: An Amazing Animal Family Offspring Sky
2 x 60 min Documentary, Reversion Editor
Documentary following endangered species fighting for their survival. The lioness leader of a once mighty pride
must now battle for their very survival.
Earth's Great Seasons BBC Natural History Unit BBC Worldwide
4 x 50 min Documentary, Reversion Editor
The series explores the opportunities and challenges presented by each season and how nature survives in the
changing conditions.

The Landscape of War Human Planet Productions
30 min Documentary
Interview documentary with Don McCulln for the launch of his photo exhibition in Dubai.

Seven Worlds, Africa BBC Natural History Unit BBC One
10 min Making of the Documentary
The home to the greatest wildlife gatherings on earth. But even in this land of plenty, wildlife faces huge challenges.

Dynasties - Lions BBC Natural History Unit BBC One
10 min Making of the Documentary
Documentary following endangered species fighting for their survival. The lioness leader of a once mighty pride
must now battle for their very survival.

Factual Entertainment

Legend Hunter Icon Films Travel Channel
3 x 42 min Factual Entertainment
When Pat Spain is not in the lab, he journeys far and wide to uncover answers to fascinating unsolved riddles,
historic conundrums and mythic events.
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Coast and Country Auctions Plimsoll BBC One
43 min Factual Entertainment
The series looks at the stories behind Britain's traditional markets and auctions that are at the heart of the country's
rural and coastal economies.

Teach My Pet Do Do That Plimsoll ITV
30 min Factual Entertainment
The series will see pets from dogs to horses, to family chickens, trained to pull off some amazing tricks.

Puppy Secrets: The First Six Months Plimsoll ITV
60 min Factual Entertainment
The journey of four different sets of puppies from the moment they are born to becoming young dogs ready to fulfil
their roles in life.

Countryfile BBC Factual BBC One
VTs, Factual Entertainment
Weekly British television programme reports on rural, agricultural, and environmental issues in the United Kingdom

One Show BBC Factual BBC One
VTs, Factual Entertainment
This magazine-style show tackles current affairs and other issues in the UK using a mix of interviews, topical stories
and features.

Eat the week, Series 1 Hungry Gap Channel 4
50 min Factual Entertainment
The new cooking show features Sunday Brunch presenter Simon Rimmer, who is helping busy families have a
healthier diet.
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